Press Release

PARQUET STAIRS –
EACH A UNIQUE SPECIMEN
August 2016 – Tailor-made, well-designed stairs are a sign of quality. Geometry and lighting are decisive factors
determining their architectural impact. The wide variety of wood types and application options offered by
Bauwerk Parquet allow for individual stair surface designs.

Stairs form an important element in any home design. Aside from connecting two floors, they are often used as a
design element or a structural component in open architectural concepts. All the more important that their desired
effect is accentuated. Bauwerk Parquett provides high-quality solutions for stair surfaces, steps and edges. Whether
straight or spiral, single-run or double-run, stairs can be self-supporting, feature classic coverings with or without
fascia board or feature a modern edge design without ledges, whatever takes your fancy. The range of Bauwerk formats, surfaces, wood types and colours allow for countless combinations providing beautiful interior design details.

Company profile: Bauwerk Parquet
Bauwerk Parquet, a Swiss company with a long-standing tradition, combines precision and reliability in the manufacture of top quality wooden floors. Proud of its origins, the company constantly strives towards innovation. In the
last few years, Bauwerk has seen significant development and has set out on a new course, converting from a technological and production-oriented enterprise to a market-oriented company with a focus on healthy living, sustainability and design.
Since 2014, Bauwerk products have been manufactured at two different sites. Though a second production site has
been established in Kietaviskes (Lithuania), St. Margrethen (Switzerland) still produces over 60% of the company’s
product range. Bauwerk’s product portfolio comprises 350 articles, ranging from 2-layer to 3-layer as well as solid
parquet. In 2015, Bauwerk sold more than 4.15 million square meters of parquet flooring.
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